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ON COMPLEX AND CONTACT CONFORMAL FLATNESS

O. Introduction

K. Yano([5J, [6J) defined complex conformal connections and contact
conformal connections in Kaehler manifolds and Sasakian manifolds
respectively and obtained the following theorems.

THEOREM A. If, in a real n-dimensional Kaehlerian manifold(n>4),
there exists a scalar function P such that the complex conformal connection

r jih= Vi} +o/Pi+olPi-gjiph+F/qi+Flqj-Fjiq",

where Pi is the gradient of P and qi= -ptF;', is of zero curvature, then
the Bochner curvature tensor of the manifold vanishes.

THEOREM B. If, in a (2m+I)-dimensional Sasakian manifold(m>1),
there exists a scalar function P such that the contact conformal connection

rjiih= Vi} + (O/-TjjT/)Pi+ (Oih-TjiTjh)pj- (gji-TjjTji)ph

+F/(qi-Tji) +FNqj-Tjj) -Fji (qh_Tjh),

where Pi is the gradient of P and qi= - PtF;', is of zero curvature, then
the contact Bochner curvature tensor of the manifold vanishes.

In this paper we consider the notion of complex and contact conformal
flatness respectively and obtain some results related to the converses of
the above theorems.

I. Complex conformal flatness

1. Complex conformal connections

Let M be an n-dimensional Kaehler manifold covered by a system of
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coordinate neighborhoods {U;xh} and denote by gji and Fih the com
ponents of the Hermitian metric tensor and those of the complex
structure tensor of M respectively. Then we have

(1. 1)

where Vk is the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to the
Christoffel symbols V;} formed with gji. We denote by K kj/ the
curvature tensor in M. It is well known that K kj/ and Kkji,,=Kkii'gt"
satisfy

(1. 2) VtKkj/=VkKji- VjKki• K kji,,- KkjstF/F"t=O,
KjtF/+ KitF/= O. Kji-KtsF/F/=O. 2VtK/=VjK.

where K ji and K are the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature of M
respectively.

We now consider the so-called Bochner curvature tensor (Bochner[lJ,
Tachibana[4J) defined by

(1. 3) Bkji"=Kkji"+ih"Lji-O/Lki+Lk"gji-L/gki+F/Mji-F/Mki
+ MkhFji - MlFki - 2 (MkjFih +FkjMih) ,

where

(1 4) L--= l_K__ + 1 Kg
1
-,-, MJ-,-=-LI-tF,·t.

. J' n+4 I' 2(n+2) (n+4)

In a previous paper (Kim[2J). we proved that VjK in a Kaehler
manifold M with vanishing Bochner curvature tensor is contravariant
analytic.

Let us consider a conformal change of Hermitian metric

g--_=e2Pg __ F-"=F-" F--=e2PF--)1 Jt, 1 J. ,)1 JU

where p is a scalar function (n>4).
The affine connection r j;" which satisfies

where qh is a vector field and Dk is the operator of covariant differen
tiation with respect to r/. is given by

(1. 5)
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where Pi=+P, ph=Ptgt\ qi=-ptF/, qh=qtgth.
vx'

K. Yano([5]) called such an affine connection a complex conformal
connection. The curvature tensor Rkjih of r j/ is given by

(1. 6) Rkjih=Kkj/-OkhPji+O/Pki-Pkhgji+P/gkj-FkhQji+F/Qki
- QkhFji +Q/Fki + (Vkqj-Vjqk)F/ - 2Fkj(Piqh_qiph),

where

and consequently

(1. 8)

If there exists in M a scalar function P such that the curvature tensor
Rkjih vanishes, then the Kaehler manifold M with the metric tensor gji

is said to be complex conformally flat.
In a previous paper([2]), the present author proved the following

theorems.

THEOREM C. Let M be an n-dimensional Kaehler manifold(n>4). Then
a necessary and sufficient condition that the curvature tensor of a complex
conformal connection (1. 5) coincides with the Bochner curvature tensor of
M is that there exists a scalar function P such that

(1. 9)
(1. 10)

K jk= - (n+4) (Ptptgjk+Pjh+qjqk) ,

VjPh= -Ptptgjk-2qjqk.

THEOREM D. If M is complex conformally flat, then there exists a
scalar function P which satisfies (1. 9) and (1.10).

We can see easily that (1. 10) is equivalent to

(1. 11)

Now, suppose that there exists a scalar function P which satisfies
(1. 9) and O. 10). Differentiating (1. 9) covariantly along M, we have

V;Kjk= - (n+4) (2gjkptViPt+PhViPj+PjViPh+qkViqj+qjViqk).

Calculating (ViKjk-VjK;k)gik and taking account of Vtr/=O, we can
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find

(1.12)
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(1.13)

From (1. 9), (1.10) and (1.11) we have

Vtpt= - (n+2)ptpt, rfVtfJi=3ptptPi,
ptVtPi= -PtptPi> K= - (n+2) (n+4)ptpt,

which and (1. 12) imply

(1. 14)

From (1. 13) we can see that K <0. Moreover, we assume that the
scalar curvature K is constant. Then we have K=O by the help of
(1.13) and (1. 14). In this case we have Pi=O. Thus we have the
following, by the help of (1. 6),

THEOREM 1.1. Let M be an n-dimensional Kaehler manifold (n~4)

with constant scalar curvature. If M is complex conformally flat, then M
is flat.

2. Kaehler manifolds with nonconstant negative scalar curvature

Let M be a Kaehler manifold with nonconstant negative scalar

curvature. For the scalar function P= - ~ log ( - K), we consider the

complex conformal connection (1. 5). In this case, we have

(2.1)

In this section, we assume that the Ricci tensor of M satisfies

(2.2)

where we have put J..=PtP'. Then we have the following equations:

(2.3) K= - (n+2) (n+4)J.., Kitpt= -2(n+4)J..pi>

ViJ..= -2J..Pi= (n+25~+4) Pi=2p
t
ViP" J..2= -ptP·V.Pt.

Now we suppose that ViK is a contravariant analytic vector field. Then
we have



(2.4)
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(2.6)

Differentiating (2.2) covariantly, we have

(2.5) VkKji= - (n+4) (gjiVkl..+PiVkPj+PjVkPi+qiVkqj+qjVkqi).

Contracting (2.5) with gki and by the help of (2.1), (2.3) and (2.4),
we have

K
Vtpt= - (n+ 2) 1..= n+4 .

From (2.3) and (2.6), we can find

VtVtPj=Vj(Vtpt) +K/p"

which, by the help of (2. 3) and (2. 6), implies

(2.8)

From (2.7) and (2.8), we find

(2.9)

Transvecting (2.4) with qipj and using (2.3) and Pti/=O, we have

(2.10)

Since

IIViPk+l..gik+2qiqkW= (ViPA) (Vipk) +2I..Vtpt +4(ViPk)qiqk+ (n+8)1..2
,

we have, by the help of (2.6), (2.9) and (2.10),

ViPA+l..gik+2qiqk=0.

Thus we have, by the help of the theorem C, the following

THEOREM 2.1. Let M be a Kaehler manifold with nonconstant negative

scalar curvature and let P= - ~ log ( -K). If the Ricci tensor of M

satisfies (1. 9) and VjK is contravariant analytic, then the curvature tensor
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of the complex conformal connection (1. 5) coincides with the Bochner
curvature tensor of Al.

If Al is a Kaehler manifold with vanishing Bochner curvature tensor,
then f7 j K is a contravariant analytic vector. Hence we have, by the help
of theorem 2. 1, the following

THEOREM 2.2. Let Al be a Kaehler manifold with nonconstant negative
scalar curvature and with vanishing Bochner curvature tensor. If the Ricci
tensor of Al satisfies

where Pj=OjP and p= -110g( -K), then Al is complex conformally flat.

11. Contact conformal flatness

3. Contact conformal connections

Let M be a (2m+ I)-dimensional dimensional differentiable manifold
of class COO covered by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {U;,xh} in
which there are given a tensor field Fl of type 0, I), a vector field e
and a I-form 7)i satisfying

(3.1) F/Fih= -O/+7)jl;h, Fiht;i=O, 7)iF/=O, 7)il;i=I,

where here and in the sequel the indices h, i, j, ... run over the range
{I, 2, .'., 2m+ I}. Such a set of a tensor field F of type 0, 1), a vector

field I; and a I-form 7) is called an almost contact structure and a
manifold with an almost contact structure an almost contact manifold.
(Yano[6]).

If the set (F, 1;, 7)) satisfies

Njih+ (Oj7)i-Oi7)j) =0,

where Njl is the Nijenhuis tensor formed with Fih, then the almost
contact structure is said to be normal and the manifold is called a
normal almost contact manifold. If, in an almost contact manifold, there
is given a Riemannian metric g ji such that

(3.2)

then the almost contact structure is said to be metric and the manifold
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is called an almost contact metric manifold. We shall write rl instead
of ~h in the sequel. If an almost contact metric manifold satisfies F ji=

~ (Oj7)i- OiTJj) , then the almost contact metric structure is called a con

tact structure. A manifold with a normal contact structure is called a
Sasakian manifold. It is well known that in a Sasakian manifold, we
have

(3.3) p'j'Tl=Fi", p'jFih= -gji7)h+Oi"7Ji, Fji= - Fij,
(3.4) Kkjl7)t=7)kgji-7)jgki, K jt7)I=2m7)j, 7)tP'tKji=O, 7)tp'tK =O,
(3.5) KjtFl+KitF/= 0,

where K kj/" Kji and K are the curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor and
the scalar curvature of M respectively.

The contact Bochner curvature tensor (Yano[6]) is defined by

(3.6) Bkjih = Kkjih+ (Okh-7)j7)h)Lki + Ll'(gji-7)j7)i) - L/(gki-7)k7)i)
+Fl'Mji - Fi"Mki +M khFji - Mi"Fki
- 2 (MkjFih +FkjMih) + (FkhFji - Fi"Fki - 2FkjFih) ,

where

From (3.7) and (3.8), using (3.4), we find

(3.9) L jl7)t= -7)j, M ji7)i=O, M jIFl=Lji +7)j7)i.

In a Sasakian manifold with structure tensor (Fi", 7)i, gji) , the affine
connection D which satisfies

Dk(e2Pg ji) =2e2Pp"pj7)j7)i, DjF/,= 0, Dj7)h=O

and whose torsion tensor satisfies

where p is a scalar function and uh a vector field, is given by

(3. 10) r jih= {/;} + (oi"-7)j7)h)Pi+ (o/'-7)i7J")Pi- (gji-7)j7)i)ph

+F/(qi-7)i) +F/,(qj-7)j) -FAt-if),
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where

(3.11)
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and P satisfies PiT/= o.
K. Yano([6]) called such an affine connection a contact conformal

connection. From (3.11) and Pir/=O we see that

(3.12) qtF/=Pi, F,hpt= q", F,hqt= _p", Pir/=O,
qir/=O, p,qt=O, ptPt=q'qt.

The curvature tensor R ki;" of r i;" is given by

(3.13) Rki;"=Kkiih- (a,,"-'Tjk"/)Pji+ (a/-r;{T/)p"i-P,,"(gii-r;{T}i)
+P/(gki-'Tjk'Tji) -F,,"qii+F/qki-qk"Fji+q/Fki
+ (Vkqi-Viqk)Fih+2Fkj(qiph_Piqh)
+ (FkhFji-F/Fki-2FkjF;"),

where

(3.14) Pji=ViPi-PiPi+ (qi-r;i) (qi-r;i) + ~PtPt(gji-r;ir;i)'

(3.15) qji=Viqi-Pi(qi-'Tji) -Pi(qi-'Tji) + ~PtPtFii.

From (3.12), (3.14), (3.15) and Pi'Tji=O, we find

(3.16) Pii=Pij, 'TjiPii=r;i, qii= -PitF/, r;iqji=O, qiir;i=O,
Pii=qjtF/+r;i'Tji, qtsF/Fi= -qii·

If, in a (2m+ I)-dimensional Sasakian manifold (2m+ 1>3), there
exists a scalar function P such that the contact conformal connection
(3.10) is of zero curvature, then we call such a manifold contact
conformally flat one. From theorem B, we can see that if M is contact
conformally flat, then it is a manifold with vanishing contact Bochner
curvature tensor.

4. Contact Bochner curvature tensor and curvature tensor of
contact conformal connection

We now assume that there exists a scalar function P such that R ki;"
= B ki;". Then we have
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(4.1) (gkh-r)kTJh) (Pji+Lji) - (gjh-TjjTjh) (hi+Lki)
+ (Pkh+Lkh) (gji-TjjTji) - (Pjh+Ljh) (gki-TjkTji)
+Fkh (qji +M ji) -Fjh (qki +M ki ) + (qkh+Mkh)Fji
- (qjh +Mjh)Fki + (Akj-2Mkj)Fih
+ Fkj(Bih - 2Mih) = 0,

where

239

(4.2)
(4.3)

and consequently,

A kj = - (Vkqj-Vjqk) ,
B kj=2 (Pkqj-qkPJ ,

(4.4) A=FkjAkj= -2Vtpt, B=FkjB kj =4Ptpt, r,lAkj=O, TjkBkj=O.

Interchanging k with i and h with j in (4. 1) respectively, subtrac
ting the resulting equation from (4.1) and taking account of Pji=Pij,
Lji=Lij and M ji= -Mij, we obtain

(4.5) Fkh(qji+qij) -Fjh (qki +qik) + (qkh+qhk)Fji - (qjh+qhj)Fki
+ (Akj - Bkj)Fih - Fkj(Ah-Bih) =0.

Transvecting (4.5) with Fkh, we find, by the help of (4.4),

(4.6)

which and (3.16) imply

(4.7)

Substituting (4. 6) into (4. 5), we find

(4.8)

from which, by transvection with Fkj

and consequently, using (4. 4),

(4.9)

On the other hand, from the definitions of qji and A ji, we find
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(4.10)

Since

we have

(4.11)
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Aji= -2qji+ptptFji.

From (4.4) and (4.11), we obtain

(4.12)

Equations (4.9) and (4.10) give

B ji= -2qji+-1- {17tpt+ (m+2)Ptpt} Fji,m

which and (4. 12) imply

(4.13)

By the cyclic sum of (4. 1) with respect to the indices k, j and i and
using pji=pij, M ji= -Mij and q;j= -qji, we have

(4.14) Fkh (2qji +A ji) +Fjh (2qik+Ak) +Fih (2qkj+ Akj )
+Fj;(2qkh+Bkh) +Fik (2qjh+ Bjh) +Fkj (2qih+ Bih) =0.

Substituting (4.10) and (4.13) into (4.14), we find

(4.15) p/+ (m+2)ptpt-1=0.

Thus equation (4. 13) can be written as

(4. 16)

Transvecting (4.1) with gkh and using (4.10) and (4.13), we find

(4. 17) (2m+5) (pji+Lji ) + (p/+Lngji=O.

Transvecting (4.17) with gj; and using (3.8), we have

(4. 18) p/= -L/= K+2(3m+2)
4(m+1)
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and consequently, usmg (4.17),
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(4.19)

which and (4. 15) imply

(4.20) 2m+K
Ptp

t
= - -4-:-;(~m-=+::":"1"')7""(m-+--:--=2)-

(4.21)

Substituting (4.19) and (4.21) into (4.1) and taking account of
(4.2) and (4.3), we have

(4.22)

and consequently

qih= -PiQh+QiPh-1ptptFih•

Comparing the last equation with (3. 15), we have

(4.23)

Conversely, we now assume that there exists a scalar function P in
M which satisfies (4.19) and (4.23). Then we have

(4.24)

where

(4.26)

Substituting (3. 15) into (4.26) and taking account of (4.23), we
find Wkj/=O, which and (4.24) give Rkjih=Bkj/. Thus we have the
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following

THEOREM 4.1. Let M be a (2m+ I)-dimensional Sasakian manifold
(m> I) . Then a necessary and sufficient condition that the curvature tensor
of a contact conformal connection (3.10) coincides with the contact Bochner
curvature tensor of M is that there exists a scalar function P which
satisfies (4.19) and (4.23).

We can easily see that (4.23) is equivalent to

(4.27)

Now, we assume that there exists a scalar fuuction P which satisfies
Lii= -Pii and (4.27). Then we have

Kii= - (L+3)gii+ (L-I)7}i7}i

+2(m+2) {-1PIPI(gii-7}i7}i) -Qiqi-PiPi+7)i7}i} ,

which and (4.20) imply

(4.28) K ji -2m7)i7}i= -2(m+2) {(Plpl+ ~ ) +2(gii-7}i7}i) +QiQi+PiPi} '

or equivalently

(4.29) K ii -2m7)i7}i

= -2(m+2) { 4(~:1)2(~~2) (gii-7}i7}i) +PiPi+Qiqi}.

Conversely, suppose that there exists a scalar function P which
satisfies (4.27) and (4.28). Then we have

Pii= - ~PIPI(gii-7}i7}i) -Qjqi-PiPi+7}i7}i.

From the assumption (4.28), we have

I K+2m
PIP = - 4(m+ 1) (m+2)

L+l
m+2'

which gives Pii= - Lii . Thus we have

THEOREM 4.2. Let M be a (2m+ I)-dimensional Sasakian manifold
(m> I). Then a necessary and sufficient condition that the curvature tensor
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of a contact conformal connection (3.10) coincides with the contact Bochner
curvature tensor of M is that there exists a scalar function p which
saus}ies (4.27) and (4.28).

Combining theorem 4. 2 and theorem B, we have the following

CoROLLARY 4.3. If, in a (2m+ I)-dimensional Sasakian manifold
(m> 1) , there exists a scalar function p such that the contact conformal
connection (3.10) is of zero curvature, thenp satisjies (4.27) and (4.28).

Now suppose that there exists a scalar function P such that (4.27)
(or equivalently (4.23)) and (4.28) hold. Differentiating (4.28)
covariantly along M, we have

(4.30) fi'iKjk-2mFi/llk-2m7jjFik

= -2(m+2) {2(gjk- 7jP1k)ptViPt+ (Ptpt+ m~2 ) (-Fij7jk -TJjFik)

+ qkriqj+qjriqk+pkriPj+pjrih} .

Transvecting (4.30) with gik and taking account of (4.23), (4.27)
and

(4.31)

we obtain

(4.32)

t K+2m
PtP=--4(m+1)(m+2) ,

Moreover we assume that K +2m never vanishes. Then we Can see,
by the help of (4.31), that K+2m is negative nonconstant. In this
case we have

(4.33)

which implies

(4.34) P=- ~log(-K-2m)+c,

where c is a constant.
Thus we have the following

THEOREM 4.4. Let M be a (2m+ I)-dimensional Sasakian manifold
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(m>I). If there exists a scalar function p such that the curvature tensor
of a contact conformal connection (3. 10) coincides with the contact Bochner
curvature tensor of M, then p satisfies (4. 32). Moreover, if K + 2m never
vanishes, then p satisfies (4. 34).

COROLLARY 4.5. Let M be a (2m+ I)-dimensional Sasakian manifold
(m> 1). If there exists a scalar function p such. that the curvature tensor
of a contact conformal connection (3. 10) is of zero curvature, that is, M
is contact conformally flat, then p satisfies (4.32). Moreover, if K+2m
never vanishes, then p satisfies (4. 34) .

5. Sasakian manifolds with constant scalar curvatures

In this section we characterize contact conformally flat manifolds with
constant scalar curvatures. Suppose that there exists a scalar function p
such that the curvature tensor of contact conformal connection (3.10)
is zero, that is, M is contact conformally flat. Moreover, we assume
that the scalar curvature of the manifold is constant. Then we have,
by the help of corollary 4. 5,

(5.1)

Transvecting (5.1) with pi and taking account of (4.31), we obtain
K= -2m. Consequently, we have Pt=O and hence p is constant. In this
case we have the following.

Substituting Pi=O into (4.28), we have

(5.3)

that is, the manifold M is C-Einstein.
Here we refer the following theorem

THEOREM E(M. Matsumoto and G. Chiiman[3]). The contact Bochner
curvature tensor coincides with Uao/ if and only if M is a C-Einstein
space, where

Uao/=Kabcd- (p+ 1) (gb/5/-gacOod
) - p(gacTJbrl+TJaTJcO/-gbcTJarl

-TJbTJcO/+FocFad- FacFbd - 2FabF/)
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k K+2m
and p+1= 2m ' k= 2(m+1)

Thus we have, by the help of corollary 4. 3, theorem B, theorem E
and (5. 3), the following theorem.

THEOREM 5.1. Let M be a (2m+ I)-dimensional Sasakian manifold
(m> I) with constant scalar curvature. If M is contact conformally flat,
then M is a Sasakian space form M( -3).

Now, we suppose that M is a Sasakian space form M( -3). Then
M is a manifold of vanishing contact Bochner curvature tensor and the
scalar curvature of M is constant. The Ricci tensor of M is given by

(5.4)

We choose arbitrary constant p and consider a contact conformal connec
tion (3. 10). In this case, since Pj=O, the contact conformal connection
is given by (5.2) and the equations (4.27) and (4.28) are satisfied.
Hence Bkji"=Rkji" by the help of theorem 4.2. Since Bkjl=O, we have
Rkji"=O. Thus we have

THEOREM 5. 2. If M is a (2m +1) -dimensional Sasakian space form
M( -3), then M is contact conformally flat (m>I).

6. A sufficient condition for M to be contact conformally flat

In this section, we assume that the contact Bochner curvature tensor

of M vanishes and K+2m is negative nonconstant. Let p= - ~ log

(-K-2m) +c. Then, since rjPj=O, we can consider the contact con
formal connection (3.10). In this case, we have

(6.1)

(6.2)

Differentiating (6.2) covariantly along M, we have

(6.3)

THEOREM F(M. Matsumoto and G. Chiiman[3]). In a Sasakian space
M(dim M>5) with vanishing contact Bochner curvature tensor, f7 jK is
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C-analytic.

By theorem F, we have
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(6.4) 17k17jK=F/F/17T17.K+ (17TK) (FTkTjj+FTPjk).

Substituting (6.2) and (6.3) into (6.4), we obtain

(6.5) 2hPj-17kPj=2qkqj-FkTF/17TPS- (qkTjj+qjTjk),

from which we find

(6.6)

and

(6.7) 2hPj-17kPj=2qkqj+F/17Tqj-2qkTjj-qjTjk.

Now, suppose that the Ricci tensor of M satisfies

(6.8) K ji - 2mTjjTji

= -2(m+2) {4(~:1)2(:~2) (gji-TjjTji) +PjPi+qjqi}.

Then we have

(6.9)

which and (6.2)

(6.10)

K+2m
Ptp

t
= - -4"(-m:-+--::1--)-"--(m-+~2):-'

imply

t _ K+2m
P17kPt- 4(m+1)(m+2) h.

If we put Sij=F/Ktj, then we have

Differentiating (6. ll) covariantly along M, we get

(6.12)
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Transvecting (6. 7) with qj and taking account of (6.10), we have

(6. 13)

(6.15)

In a Sasakian manifold with vanishing contact Bochner curvature
tensor, we can obtain the following (See [3] )

(6.14) PkSij=7}iKjk-7}jKik+ 4(m~ I) {FikO/ -Fjko;' +2Fijo/

+ (gjk -7}j7}k) F;' - (gik -7}i7}k) F/} 17TK.

From (6.12), (6.14) and (6.2), we find

2(K+2m) 2m+2-K (
4(m+ I) (m+2) hFij+ 4(m+ 1) (m+2) 7}igkj-Yjjgki)

- (Pkqi)Pj-qiPkPi+qjPkPi+PiPkqj
1 (K+2m)

2(m+2) (r;iK jk-7}jK ik)+ 4(m+l)(m+2) {FikPj

-FjkPi+2FijPk- (gjk-7}j7}k)qi+ (gik-7}ir;k)qj}.

Transvecting (6.15) with qi and taking account of (6.13), we have

() K+2m
6.16 PkPi= 4(m+ 1) (m+2) (gki-7}kY)i) -2QkQi+7}kQi+7}iqk.

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 6.1. Let M be a (2m+ I)-dimensional Sasakian manifold
with vanishing contact Bochner curvature tensor and let K +2m be
nonconstant negative (m>I). If the Ricci tensor of M satisfies (6.8),
then M. is contact conformally flat.
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